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Abstract—A Ground Control System (GCS), which controls
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) and monitors their missionrelated data, is one of the major components of UAVs. In fact, some
traditional GCSs were built on an expensive, complicated hardware
infrastructure with workstations and PCs. In contrast, a GCS on a
portable device – such as an Android phone or tablet – takes
advantage of its light-weight hardware and the rich User Interface
supported by the Android Operating System. We implemented that
kind of GCS and called it Ground System Software (GSS) in this
paper. In operation, our GSS communicates with UAVs or other GSS
via TCP/IP connection to get mission-related data, visualizes it on the
device’s screen, and saves the data in its own database. Our study
showed that this kind of system will become a potential instrument in
UAV-related systems and this kind of topic will appear in many
research studies in the near future.

Keywords—Android Operating System, Ground Control System,
Mobile Device, Unmanned Aerial Vehicle.
I. INTRODUCTION

A

CCORDING to Peter van Blyenburgh [1], UAVs are
defined as uninhabited and reusable motorized aerial
vehicles, which are remotely controlled, semi-autonomous,
autonomous, or have a combination of these capabilities, and
that can carry various types of payloads, making them capable
of performing specific tasks within the earth’s atmosphere, or
beyond, for a duration. In reality, UAVs are used widely by
the military for missions that are long, tiring, and dangerous
for aircraft pilots. Consequently, the military has increased
funding for the development of UAVs, which has caused the
appearance of generations of UAVs with different capabilities
related to their missions, such as tactical UAVs,
MALE/HALE UAVs, or the modern Micro UAVs [2].
Moreover, the need for UAVs for non-military purposes
increased considerably in recent years. Nowadays, we can see
the role of UAVs in the entertainment and nuclear industries
as well as in the fight against illegal activities, surveying wild
animals, etc [3]. Interest in using UAVs is also growing within
the scientific world. A number of studies have been done on
the control method, system architecture, and software
implementation for UAVs [4]–[14].
However, in order for UAVs to successfully complete more
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complicated missions, the GCS is indispensable. In particular,
a GCS on an Android device is mobile and portable, and
consequently can be deployed and operated anywhere with
relative ease. On the other hand, implementing a miniature
GCS [15] is not easy because of the hardware related
limitations of small, portable devices. The first obstacle is the
data link. Due to the restricted system hardware, a mini-type
GCS can provide only a single, non-backup data link for data
communication. The second problem is the display device.
There is an obvious shortage of display area in a small device
compared to powerful workstations or PCs. This makes the
GUI design more difficult. While implementing our GSS, we
tried to minimize those limitations by using reliable TCP/IP
communication and making a careful plan of visualizing and
displaying flight information.
In this paper, we present our approach to implementing a
light-weight GSS that supports real-time data acquisition, realtime flight state display, flight data management, and off-line
flight trajectory. In detail, through Ethernet communication,
GSS acquires real-time GPS positioning information, the
UAV’s velocity and orientation. Such information is sent to
the map and compass components so that operating personnel
can visually see the UAV flight trajectory. The data
management function is responsible for storing data for offline flight trajectory or other analyses. In order to ensure the
reliability of intercommunication, the GSS exchange a large
volume of multi-type information via a TCP/IP connection
that serves as a high-speed, reliable data link with the
capability of detecting errors and faults in the data link.
Moreover, due to the limitations of display devices, we
carefully considered the process of visualizing and displaying
information according to the different levels of importance
and the real-time requirements for enhancing the efficiency of
information interaction.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: after giving a
brief survey of some previous related research in Section II,
the details of our implementation are described in Section III,
including the system’s workflow, classes, components, and
database diagram. In Section IV, we show the real User
Interface of our GSS and discuss its performance. Finally, in
the last section we give some conclusions and suggestions for
future work.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
There have been many research studies involving GCSs for
UAVs. Almost all of them are for large-scale GCSs with many
functions: command transmission, flight control and
navigation, 3D trajectory viewing, etc. Due to the large extent
of their function, those systems require a powerful hardware
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infrastructure with workstations or PCs. This raises the cost
and makes the system architectures complicated. As an
example, the purpose of the Ground Station Software System
of the National University of Singapore [16] is to provide a
friendly and realistic interface for users to monitor the process
of flight tests. Thus, they focus on implementation of a 3D
view of the helicopter, and it is actually convenient for users
to navigate the UAV. Nevertheless, because of the lack of map
component, users may have some difficulty keeping track of
the UAV in a large area. Another example is the idea of
AMFIS [17]. In this case, the developing team approached the
GCS in a different way. They designed their GCS as a data
integration hub that integrates and controls different kinds of
sensors equipped in UAVs, UGVs, or in a sensor network. On
the other hand, the heart of the system is the combination of
workstations and servers, which are expensive and make the
system more bulky.
In addition, some research has concentrated on the smallscale GCS. In those cases, the light-weight hardware is taken
as an advantage and a smart phone is a good choice. Although
the fact is that the limitations of small-scale hardware
absolutely affect researchers’ creativity in this case, a number
of great works have been published in recent years. The
Single-User Control of a MAV-Swarm [18] is an instance. In
this project, they programmed an application on an HTC
Android phone to control many micro aerial vehicles with
different strategies. The AR.Drone [19] is also an excellent
example of a small-scale commercial GCS. The AR.Drone
appears as a game on Android or iOS that allows users to
control the UAV using their own phone. In general, in the few
attempts to install a GCS on small devices like smart phones,
most of systems had friendly User Interfaces were easy to
operate anywhere at any time. However, most of them have
had the same approach, which was to use a portable and
instable phone to control UAVs directly. This is an approach
that may cause unexpected accidents for UAVs during
operation. Consequently, this approach is quite risky and
dangerous for both UAVs and the surrounding environment.
To summarize, to take advantages of both the functions and
stability of a workstation-based GCS and the light-weight
hardware of a small-scale GCS, we endeavored to implement
as many of the functions of a workstation-based GCS as
possible, such as flight tracking, data management, offlinetrajectory replay, instead of allowing direct control of UAVs
on an Android device.
III. IMPLEMENTATION
A. System Framework
The main framework, as shown in Fig. 1, invokes the Initial
stage at first. In this stage, all of the graphic components, such
as Compass, Map Views and some TextViews and other
important variables including IP address, Port number,
Connection Flag are created or declared. Then, the system
starts to update some parameters that are set by the user in the
Update Preferences stage. According to the parameters, the
system knows exactly if it should make a connection and get
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data or just maintain the current Graphic User Interface (GUI).
If the connection flag was set, the system, with updated
network parameters, creates and calls a background thread for
the next stage.

Fig. 1 The main workflow of Ground System Software

We call the next stage the Background stage because it runs
totally in the background and is managed by the Android OS.
Fig. 2 shows the detailed order of tasks in this stage. The main
mission of this stage is to receive flight data, extract it to
create meaningful information and pass it to appropriate
components. In order, the socket and I/O Stream created first
with the up-to-date network parameters. Later, the thread
looks for the raw data in bytes that was sent from the remote
data terminal. At the next step, the nine floating values of
Position, IMU and Velocity are extracted from the raw data.
Consequently, those meaningful values are stored in a
database and then used to update the status of some GUI
components. This routine of tasks is executed continuously
until the connection mode is turned off.
B. System Components
With the properly designed framework and solution, we
implemented our system’s components using XML and Java
programming language. Fig. 3 shows the main Java objects
and their attributes, which are related to the designed
components. In general, all of the components were
implemented by inheriting and modifying some existing
classes in the Android library, such as Activity for GUI,
Content Provider for the database and AsyncTask for the
background thread.
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Fig. 2 The workflow of Background stage

In the set of GUI components, we implemented PitchingRolling and Yawing Compass corresponding to the
information they have to represent and a Map component for a
2-D terrain display. Those Compasses are launched by the
Java objects that are inherited from the same source – the
native View class in Android library. In another case, the Map
– an important component that appears on both the Main and
Flight History Replay window – is implemented by the Open
Street Map (OSM) library except for the native Google Map
library. The most important reason the OSM was chosen is the
offline map feature. To take advantage of this feature, we
downloaded about 1 Gigabyte of map titles and stored them in
the SD card on the Android device, and the Mobile Atlas
Creator is the suitable tool in this case.
The second component – the Flight Data Provider – is
involved in the database. As a child of the native Content
Provider in the Android library, the Flight Data Provider
provides an interface for publishing and consuming data based
on a simple URI addressing model. As a result, it decouples
the application layer from the data layer.
Last but not least, the AsyncTask takes responsibility for
asynchronous tasks in the background. In detail, AsyncTask
handles all of the thread creation, thread management and
synchronization. It offers the event handlers to synchronize the
GUI thread that updates View components and other graphic
elements in order to report progress or publish results when
the task is completed.
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Fig. 3 The main Java objects of GCS in Android

C. Database Design
In addition to the real-time functions, we also added some
functions that are useful to track and analyze the flight in past
experimentations. With those functions, we can store the data
and display it in the most visual way on a smart Android
device. Thus, the selection of a relational database that can
work with structured data such as SQLite in Android is
necessary in our system.
Because the Ground System Software has to work with nine
floating values of three kinds of data including GPS, IMU and
Velocity in operation, it needs a database to store all of data in
a way in which each value can be retrieved without any
confusion. Our solution is modeled as an E-R diagram in Fig.
4 to satisfy the above requirements. We designed three tables
to store three kinds of data respectively and another – the
Event table – to join all the data into an event with the exact
time when the event occurred.

Fig. 4 The E-R diagram of the database in Ground System Software
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Fig. 5 Main window of Ground Stationn Software on Android
A
device

IV. RESULTSS AND DISCUSSION
rface
A. User Interf
The ground station plays the role of teerminal for ennd users
too monitor thhe UAV throough a wirelless communnication
chhannel. Therefore, one of the
t important tasks of the ground
station is to proovide a friendlly and realistic interface to display
U
and for the
t user
thhe data obtaineed and transfeerred by the UAV
too interact with the system.
t flight inforrmation
In our GSS, we divided annd displayed the
ass many windoows that can bbe switched froom the menu instead
off putting everrything in onee because of the
t limited sppace on
thhe screen of ann Android devvice. The mosst important window,
w
w
which
is displaayed first as the Main is shown in Figg. 5. It
coonsists of three graphic com
mponents that represent threee kinds
off information.. At the top oof the Main window,
w
we loocated a
TeextView com
mponent to dissplay the raw
w data includinng nine
644-bit float nuumbers of L
Location, IMU
U and Veloccity. In
adddition, as mentioned
m
prreviously, wee implementeed two
Compasses andd a Map view
w that visualizze the informaation of
thhe IMU and GPS in the Maiin window.
The Compassses were maade to presentt the informaation of
IM
MU data that is the real state
s
of the UAV
U
in the air. As
deemonstrated in
n Fig. 6, the Rolling-pitchi
R
ing Compass obtains
thhe pitching annd rolling vallues received from the UA
AV and
traanslates them
m into the visuual image of ground
g
and skky with
soome marker lines and num
meric values, whereas the yawing
state is represennted by the Yaawing Compaass.

Fig. 6 (a) The
T Rolling-pittching and (b) Yawing
Y
Compass
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As implemennted from the O
Open Street Map
M library, thhe Map
component, which is used too show the poosition of the UAV,
suppports a mechhanism to storre and load thee offline map in any
levvel of scale on
o an Android device. Usiing the offlin
ne map
reqquires less tim
me and Internnet bandwidth
h than Googlle Map
AP
PI, which reqquires the mapp to be downlloaded continnuously
froom the Googlle Server. Theerefore, The Open Street Map
M is
reaally a full reeplacement foor the native Google Mapp in an
Anndroid system
m although thee Open Street Map containss fewer
details than the native
n
Googlee Map, as show
wn in Fig. 7.

Fiig. 7 The differeence between O
Open Street Map
p (a) and Google Map
(b) in the samee area of Konkuuk University, Seoul,
S
South Koorea
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B. Flight Datta Managemennt
As mentioneed in Section III, our system
m stores all flig
ght data
n its own database. Conseequently, it neeeds a functiion that
in
reetrieves the data
d
from the database and
d displays it on the
sccreen. To sattisfy that reqquirement, wee offered useers two
op
ptions. The firrst option retriieves all flightt data as the numbers
n
an
nd puts them on a ListVieew. Using th
his option, users can
viiew all Locaation, IMU and
a
Velocity information in the
sy
ystem’s history
y, as shown on
o Fig. 8. In th
he second opttion, we
im
mplemented th
he off-line traajectory function. In detail,, if this
m
mode
is turn on
n, the system will load 50 latest position
n of the
U
UAV
from GPS data and display them on
n the map. In
n Fig. 9,
th
he UAV’s posiitions are reprresented by the red dots.

Fig. 8 The history flight
fl
data on the ListView

Fig. 10 The form
mat of transferreed data

V. CO
ONCLUSION
The Ground
d Software System for Android devices
d
his paper incluudes most off the required
d basic
preesented in th
fun
nctions of a Ground
G
Controol System: dissplay function
n, flight
daata acquisition
n, managemennt, trajectory replay. The display
d
nction was im
mplemented with
w
Android
d View comp
ponents
fun
an
nd the Open Street Map. The Open Street Map, which
sup
pports offlinee map, is a special point in the system because
b
it reduces
r
the data transferredd via Etherneet and the amo
ount of
tim
me to downloaad the map tilles. The data acquisition fu
unction
useed TCP/IP to establish connnections betw
ween differen
nt types
off UAVs and GCSs.
G
It ensurees the reliabiliity of data link
ks with
f
that occcur in
thee capabilities of detectingg errors and faults
traansferred dataa. In the case of data manaagement, the SQLite
S
daatabase was ussed to reduce external depeendencies, miinimize
mplify synchroonization.
lattency, and sim
At this timee, our GSS ccan only sup
pport real-tim
me data
acq
quisition and dynamic flig
ght data displlay. Our plan in the
futture is to add
d more featurres such as Real-time
R
Com
mmand
Trransmission, Video
V
transm
mission and replay
r
to maake the
pro
oposed GSS become
b
not oonly a data accquisition cen
nter but
alsso a flight plan
nning center ffor UAVs.
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